
Taxi aggregators were the most funded autotech segment in the U.S. in Q4 2021
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Ride-hailing & on-demand services platform Uber leads in funding, Q4 2021
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Uber is a mobility as a service provider.


Nuro provides AI-enabled autonomous delivery vehicles.


Lime offers an app-based platform to book electric kick-scooter & bike sharing services.

Most Funded Business Models and Companies		
Taxi aggregators have become the absolute leaders among the most funded autotech segments in the U.S. The segment is gaining momentum again, gradually recovering 

from the lockdown and stay-at-home measures.

Automotive in the U.S.: Market Review Q4 2021 
& Full Year Highlights
Dear Reader, 


We've compiled the highlights of what was happening in the automotive industry in the US in Q4 2021. This snapshot will help you monitor the 

autotech industry and keep emerging players and trends on your radar. 


Who can benefit from the doc the most? 


Those who:

 Develop next gen automotive solutions that will improve road, driver, and pedestrian safety and provide asset securit

 Want to partner with an automotive startup to deliver innovative vehicle products and service

 Are a semiconductor manufacturer, electric vehicle automaker, or a provider of sensors, GPS, telematics, and other components for the 

automotive industr

 Are looking to invest in the automotive ecosystem in the US

 Want to be aware of trending topics and industry news


What’s inside?


The best-funded autotech segments and companies in the U.S., most trending themes, automotive news, highlights of the year.


Let’s dive in!
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Electric Vehicle Funding, mln $, Q4 2020-2021

Country Total funding, 
mln $ ↓

Q4 2021 
funding, bln $

Company

USA


USA


USA


USA


USA


USA


USA


USA

$2130M

$280M

$1450M

$260M
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Electric vehicles funding has slowed down in Q4 2021
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Autonomous Vehicle Funding, mln $, Q4 2020-2021

Country Total funding, 
mln $ ↓

Q4 2021 
funding, bln $

Company

USA


USA


USA


USA


USA


USA


USA


USA


USA

$3700M

$228M

$2130M

$165M
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$44M
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Funding for autonomous vehicles is slowly recovering from a big drop in Q3 2021.
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Connected Vehicle Funding, mln $, Q4 2020-2021

Country Total funding, 
bln $ ↓

Q4 2021 
funding, bln $

Company

USA


USA


USA


USA
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VOOM
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$57M

$26M

$22M
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$15M

$15M
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Connected car funding has declined after peaking in the third quarter of 2021.

Funding of Key Autotech Segments

Hot News in the Automotive Industry (Q4) 

Category Company Name What Happened? View More Country

Toyota Toyota announces US hybrid battery production. It would invest US$3.4bn in automotive 
batteries in the United States by the end of 2030.

Source USA

General Motors GM is building giant battery development lab in a Detroit suburb. Executives say the lab will 
be operational by mid-to-late next year and will house hundreds of engineers and others who 
will work on battery innovations and how to manufacture them.

Source USA

Ford Ford Pro expanding commercial-vehicle footprint. The goal of Ford Pro is to redefine 
customer value through the auto industry’s first standalone commercial vehicle services and 
distribution business.

Source USA

Mazda

Toyota

Mazda Toyota Manufacturing starts production. Joint venture company continues hiring 
push to exclusively produce two vehicles.

Source USA

Vivarail Vivarail introduces battery-powered train in the US. The train was retrofitted with Lithion 
Battery's Valence battery modules.

Source USA

Honda Honda launches the 2022 Navi in the USA. The India-made two-wheeler has been priced at 
US$ 1,807 in the American market where the company also sells similar products like the 
Honda Grom and Monkey.

Source USA

Uber

Motional

Motional and Uber announce partnership for autonomous deliveries. Motional's all-electric 
vehicles will conduct deliveries of a curated set of meal kits from select restaurants on 
UberEats.

Source USA

Purdue University

Ford

Ford and Purdue University are working to create a new charging station cable that could 
combine with in-development vehicle charging technology, making it easier for people to 
transition to electric vehicles with seamless re-charging.

Source USA

General Motors General Motors set to reach 100 percent renewable energy in the U.S. five years ahead of 
schedule.

Source USA

Government of 
United States

Nevada to receive $38 million for electric vehicle charging stations. President Joe Biden has 
signed the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act into Law. Nevada will get $4.038 billion 
for a wide range of infrastructure projects. One of those will be the establishment of electric 
vehicle charging stations.

Source USA

T-Mobile Peachtree Corners, a US 5G smart city, partners with T-Mobile to launch a new fleet of 
autonomous shuttles for local residents. The service will operate along Technology Parkway 
and will include stops at popular destinations in the area such as hotels, restaurants, and 
retail shops.

Source USA

Digital Motors Digital Motors expands its online sales platform into Marine Industry. Potential boat buyers 
can search for the vessel that interests them on the store’s website, then complete easy-to-
follow steps, including defining the payment structure, submitting a credit application, and 
uploading documentation.

Source USA

Navistar

 In-Charge

Navistar and In-Charge Energy now offer carbon-neutral electric vehicle charging. In addition 
to reducing the environmental impact of electricity usage, commercial fleets can save on 
operating costs and get ahead on mounting deadlines from regulatory agencies to reach 
zero emissions.

Source USA

Hyundai


Shell Hydrogen

Hyundai announces agreement with Shell for hydrogen infrastructure development. This 
agreement furthers Hyundai’s global relationship with the energy company.

Source USA

Helbiz Helbiz launches a fleet of e-scooters in Sacramento, California. To demonstrate its 
commitment to driving awareness and adoption of micro-mobility solutions, Helbiz plans to 
implement community engagement initiatives across the city throughout the duration of its 
permit.

Source USA

Nova Bus


SFMTA

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency orders electric buses. Nova Bus has 
received a new order for three electric Nova Bus LFSe+ vehicles from the SFMTA.

Source USA

Waymo


UPS

Waymo Via announces expansion of partnership with UPS. Waymo Via will help fill critical 
needs for UPS with Class 8 trucks.

Source USA

EVgo

Merchants Fleet

Merchants Fleet and EVgo announce partnership to expand EV charging accessibility for 
fleets. EVgo will provide a full range of solutions including infrastructure planning, hardware, 
software, O&M and infrastructure deployment services to Merchants Fleet clients to support 
the electrification of fleets nationwide. 

Source USA

Nissan Nissan to roll out Intelligent Factory in Japan and the US. Facilities earmarked for the 
upgrades include the Oppama and Kyushu plants in Japan and Canton, OH and Smyrna, TN 
in the US, with new equipment to be introduced at these sites gradually over a period of 
seven years.

Source USA

Dodge US automaker Dodge will unveil a drivable concept car, its first electric muscle concept car in 
2022. Dodge is expected to officially launch the vehicle in 2024.

Source USA
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Most Funded AutoTech Business Models in the US in Q4 2021

# Top Funded Business Models Funding Amount Notable Companies

Taxi Aggregators


Self Driving Delivery Vehicles


Electric Self Drive Rentals                


Electric Kick Scooters as a Service


Autonomous Vehicles Simulation Solutions
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News to Remember
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Ford, Trek, Bosch partner on bicycle-to-vehicle communication

Amazon starts road testing Rivian electric vans

Mercedes-Benz Vans electrifies ambulance vehicles

U.S. needs to invest in semiconductor 'infrastructure,' Biden tells business leaders facing crippling shortages                                

Mobileye tests self-driving cars in New York City

General Motors set to reach 100 percent renewable energy in the U.S. 5 years ahead of schedule

Fisker set to make first all-electric papal transport

The Biden administration announced an executive order that sets a goal that half of all new cars and light trucks sold in the US be zero-emission vehicles by 2030

Ford, Purdue partner on technology to speed up EV charging

NVIDIA acquires DeepMap, enhancing mapping solutions for the AV Industry

Ford, Argo Ai, and Walmart to launch autonomous vehicle delivery service in three U.S. cities

Motional and Uber announce partnership for autonomous deliveries

2021 Highlights

Most Funded Business Models

$6.45B
Autonomous Vehicles

Companies developing self-driving 
vehicle technology for cars

$5.17B
Electric Pickup Trucks

Companies manufacturing electric 
adventure vehicles

$2.26B
Taxi Aggregators

Companies providing intra-city taxi 
booking services

Most Funded Companies

1

2
3Rivian

$5.15B
Manufacturer of off-road electric 

pickup trucks for adventures

Cruise

$2.95B
SaaS-enabled solutions for 

autonomous car

Waymo

$2.5B
Tech-enabled self-driving technology 

for mobility

2021 funding*

Most Trending Themes

Lithium-Ion Batteries

Medical IoT

Electric Vehicles

Robotics

Climate Change Cybersecurity

Fintech

Energy Storage
Mobile

Carbon Emissions

Data Analytics

Healthtech

Cloud

Internet of Things

Autonomous Vehicles

We will continue watching the booming automotive sector 

as it stands out for its numerous tech-intensive initiatives. 

Stay tuned for updates.

Softeq Marketing Research Team

Softeq Blog A blog about all things Automotive.
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